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Outcomes?Outcomes?

Critically Critically analyseanalyse your attitudes towards your attitudes towards 
sexuality and ageingsexuality and ageing
Compare and contrast stereotypes with realityCompare and contrast stereotypes with reality
Analyse and discuss sexual rights of older Analyse and discuss sexual rights of older 
people people -- especially in long term careespecially in long term care
Propose strategies to support sexualityPropose strategies to support sexuality
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Topics?Topics?

Defining sexualityDefining sexuality
Confronting ageist attitudesConfronting ageist attitudes
StereotypesStereotypes
RealityReality
Sexual Rights PolicySexual Rights Policy
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ActivityActivity

Mary and Sue (a RN and PCW/AIN) complain Mary and Sue (a RN and PCW/AIN) complain 
to you about Jack; they say he is to you about Jack; they say he is ‘‘disgustingdisgusting’’
he speaks he speaks ‘‘dirtydirty’’ to them, touches their to them, touches their 
breasts when they do personal care and is breasts when they do personal care and is 
often masturbating in public. often masturbating in public. 
What steps would you take to address this What steps would you take to address this 
situation?situation?
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Activity: Write down 4 things you Activity: Write down 4 things you 
think of:think of:

When you think of sex;When you think of sex;
In relation to how the media portrays sexIn relation to how the media portrays sex
In relation to what you need to feel sexual;In relation to what you need to feel sexual;
When you conjure up a picture of a When you conjure up a picture of a ‘‘dirty old mandirty old man’’
When you conjure up a picture of a When you conjure up a picture of a ‘‘dirty old dirty old 
womanwoman’’
That are That are ‘‘perfectly normalperfectly normal’’ activities in private BUT activities in private BUT 
you would not expect to do /see them in public.you would not expect to do /see them in public.
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Defining SexualityDefining Sexuality
WHOWHO

“…“….the integration of the romantic, .the integration of the romantic, 
emotional, intellectual and social aspects emotional, intellectual and social aspects 
of sexual beings in ways that are of sexual beings in ways that are 
positively enriching and that enhance positively enriching and that enhance 
personality, communication and love.personality, communication and love.””

(Woods, 1984: 117)(Woods, 1984: 117)
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Sexuality and IdentitySexuality and Identity

through our sex we are expected to find through our sex we are expected to find 
ourselves and our place in the world ourselves and our place in the world …….  .  
Through it we experience ourselves as real Through it we experience ourselves as real 
people; it gives us our identities, our sense of people; it gives us our identities, our sense of 
self, men and women, as heterosexual and self, men and women, as heterosexual and 
homosexual homosexual (Weeks 1986: 13) .(Weeks 1986: 13) .
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ActivityActivity

What % of people over 65 are still sexually What % of people over 65 are still sexually 
active active –– how are they active?how are they active?
Come up with some examples of sexy older Come up with some examples of sexy older 
people people –– what makes them so?what makes them so?
How would you respond to seeing older How would you respond to seeing older 
naked/ semi naked people in magazines? naked/ semi naked people in magazines? 
Would it be different to if you saw a young Would it be different to if you saw a young 
movie star in similar fashion?movie star in similar fashion?
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Common attitudesCommon attitudes

elderly people do not have sexual desires,elderly people do not have sexual desires,
elderly people are not able to make love, even if elderly people are not able to make love, even if 
they wanted to,they wanted to,
elderly people are too fragile and might hurt elderly people are too fragile and might hurt 
themselves if they attempt to engage in sexual themselves if they attempt to engage in sexual 
relationsrelations
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Common AttitudesCommon Attitudes

elderly people are physically unattractive and are elderly people are physically unattractive and are 
therefore sexually undesirable,therefore sexually undesirable,
the whole notion of older people engaging in sex the whole notion of older people engaging in sex 
is shameful and perverse. is shameful and perverse. 

Butler and Lewis (quoted in Kay and Butler and Lewis (quoted in Kay and NeelleyNeelley, , 
1982: 43)1982: 43)
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RealityReality

On a scale of 1On a scale of 1--5 (5 indicating extremely 5 (5 indicating extremely 
interested), interest ranged from 4.4. For interested), interest ranged from 4.4. For 
those 30those 30--39 to 2.0 for those aged 9039 to 2.0 for those aged 90--99.99.

(Mulligan and Moss, 1991)(Mulligan and Moss, 1991)
DioknoDiokno (1991) reported from a study of over 60 year (1991) reported from a study of over 60 year 
olds:  74% married men active compared with 31% olds:  74% married men active compared with 31% 
unmarried and 56% women married compared to unmarried and 56% women married compared to 
5% unmarried.5% unmarried.
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Hillman (2000) intercourse Hillman (2000) intercourse 
at least 1/mthat least 1/mth

96%  1996%  19--24 year olds24 year olds
92% 3092% 30--3434
83%83% 5050--5454
57% 6557% 65--6969
27% over 75s27% over 75s
Oldest old of the 27% Oldest old of the 27% -- at least 3 */at least 3 */mthmth
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Among healthy, upper middleAmong healthy, upper middle--class class 
whites aged 80whites aged 80--102102

30% females and 63% males have 30% females and 63% males have 
intercourse;intercourse;
10% females and 29% males have 10% females and 29% males have 
intercourse intercourse ‘‘oftenoften’’;;
71% of females and 88% of males have 71% of females and 88% of males have 
fantasised in the past year;fantasised in the past year;
40% females and 72% males masturbate;40% females and 72% males masturbate;
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Among healthy, upper middleAmong healthy, upper middle--class class 
whites aged 80whites aged 80--102102

14% females married and 25% have regular 14% females married and 25% have regular 
sex partners;sex partners;
29% males married and 53% have regular 29% males married and 53% have regular 
sex partners.sex partners.
((BretschneiderBretschneider, J. McCoy 1988, J. McCoy 1988))
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RealityReality

MarsiglioMarsiglio and Donnelly (1991) surveyed 807 and Donnelly (1991) surveyed 807 
over 60 year olds and found no gender over 60 year olds and found no gender 
differences.differences.
StarStar--Weiner Report (1981) reported that 75% Weiner Report (1981) reported that 75% 
of elderly respondents said sex was the same or of elderly respondents said sex was the same or 
better with age.better with age.
Sexual satisfaction in later life most related to Sexual satisfaction in later life most related to 
sexual satisfaction in earlier life.sexual satisfaction in earlier life.
ConsentingConsenting’’ sex  results in improved physical and sex  results in improved physical and 
mental wellmental well--beingbeing
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Hillman (2000) sexuality linked to a desire to:Hillman (2000) sexuality linked to a desire to:

Foster emotional intimacyFoster emotional intimacy
Experience and enjoy physical pleasureExperience and enjoy physical pleasure
Satisfy continuing biological urgesSatisfy continuing biological urges
Assert independence and to experiment with new Assert independence and to experiment with new 
thingsthings
Feel youthfulFeel youthful
Challenge societal myths and stereotypesChallenge societal myths and stereotypes
Reestablish sexual identityReestablish sexual identity
Heighten bodily awarenessHeighten bodily awareness
Engender comfort and familiarity with a changing Engender comfort and familiarity with a changing 
body (p.18)body (p.18)
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Physical changes Physical changes -- HoweverHowever

desire and ability can continue into at least desire and ability can continue into at least 
the 9th decadethe 9th decade

Lubricants, HRT, impotence treatments, slower pace, better Lubricants, HRT, impotence treatments, slower pace, better 
communication may all ameliorate problems. communication may all ameliorate problems. 

Informed consent may prevent problems!Informed consent may prevent problems!
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ActivityActivity

Discuss if/ how/when  you/your Discuss if/ how/when  you/your organisationorganisation takes takes 
a sexual history.a sexual history.
What would you need to include/think about for What would you need to include/think about for 
such a history?such a history?
In what circumstances would it be important to In what circumstances would it be important to 
discuss sexuality with older people?discuss sexuality with older people?
What could impact adversely on sexuality?What could impact adversely on sexuality?
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Impact of illness and treatmentImpact of illness and treatment

Sexual history Sexual history –– rarely takenrarely taken
Conditions found to have negative impact:Conditions found to have negative impact:
Arthritis, chronic pain, depression, Arthritis, chronic pain, depression, 
incontinence, incontinence, orthopaedicorthopaedic surgery, surgery, 
haemorrhoidshaemorrhoids, hormonal changes, stroke, , hormonal changes, stroke, 
diabetes, MI and cancer.diabetes, MI and cancer.
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Impact of illness and treatmentImpact of illness and treatment

Drugs found to have negative impact:Drugs found to have negative impact:
antianti--psychoticspsychotics
AntiAnti--hypertensiveshypertensives
TricyclicTricyclic anti depressantsanti depressants
AntiAnti--parkinsonianparkinsonian drugsdrugs
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Some of the known barriers to active and Some of the known barriers to active and 
enjoyable sexuality:enjoyable sexuality:

Monotony of a Monotony of a ‘‘repetitious sexual repetitious sexual 
relationshiprelationship’’;;
PrePre--occupation with career or economic occupation with career or economic 
pursuits;pursuits;
Mental or physical fatigue;Mental or physical fatigue;
OverOver--indulgence in food or drink;indulgence in food or drink;
Physical or mental infirmities;Physical or mental infirmities;
Fear of failureFear of failure..

((Masters and Johnson (quoted in Kay and Masters and Johnson (quoted in Kay and NeelleyNeelley, 1982: 40), 1982: 40)
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ActivityActivity
Discuss the major issues you face in your work in Discuss the major issues you face in your work in 
relation to dealing with sexuality.relation to dealing with sexuality.
What strategies have you found useful?What strategies have you found useful?
If you were to develop a policy for your If you were to develop a policy for your 
organisationorganisation what would you consider should be in what would you consider should be in 
to Guide staff and how would you proceed to to Guide staff and how would you proceed to 
develop and implement the policy?develop and implement the policy?
What issues would you need to consider in terms What issues would you need to consider in terms 
of the process of development and of the process of development and 
implementation?implementation?
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Staff: Lacking SkillsStaff: Lacking Skills

How to, or even IF they should talk to How to, or even IF they should talk to 
residents and relatives about sexualityresidents and relatives about sexuality
–– unsure where to draw the line.unsure where to draw the line.
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The Most Common Areas of The Most Common Areas of 
ConcernConcern

Acting in sexually explicit ways in public;Acting in sexually explicit ways in public;
Acting sexually towards staff or residents Acting sexually towards staff or residents 
who had not given consent or were unable who had not given consent or were unable 
to do so because of cognitive impairment;to do so because of cognitive impairment;
Staff acting in ways that may be  Staff acting in ways that may be  
misinterpreted by residents;misinterpreted by residents;
Staff being expected to support sexuality in Staff being expected to support sexuality in 
ways that conflicted with their own moral ways that conflicted with their own moral 
values; andvalues; and
Situations of conflict between the wishes of Situations of conflict between the wishes of 
residents and residents and relatives.relatives.(Nay(Nay, Barrett et al), Barrett et al)
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ActivityActivity

Jean has dementia. Her husband Jean has dementia. Her husband ––Ron Ron -- is is 
very loving of her but when ever he wants to very loving of her but when ever he wants to 
take her home she resists and on her return take her home she resists and on her return 
is always very upset. He admits that he is always very upset. He admits that he 
makes love to her but that they always had makes love to her but that they always had 
an excellent sex life and he can not an excellent sex life and he can not 
understand her understand her behaviourbehaviour now. He is clearly now. He is clearly 
very hurt. What will you do?very hurt. What will you do?
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Spokesperson at facility in USSpokesperson at facility in US

‘‘ItIt’’s not about our viewss not about our views……but their civil but their civil 
rightsrights……wewe’’re here to create an environment re here to create an environment 
that allows grownthat allows grown--ups to do what grownups to do what grown--ups ups 
dodo’’

BonfaziBonfazi (2000, 24)(2000, 24)
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